
ABSTRACT 

Interactive coaches' diary. 

Our Diploma work is a project, where we focus on creation of Interactive coaches' diary. 

We have found out that in our country there is not such an application, which would help 

coaches to work with their diaries on computers in some decent and organized way. The way 

coaches in our country use computers for their work is unorganized and has no conception. 

This was the main reason we have decided to create a diary that would help aU coaches to 

organize their work as they could be able to share their experiences and training methods in 

some clear and understandable way. This diary shall help, in our case soccer coaches, to plan, 

work with and evaluate complete training process during the whole season. We have tried to 

substitute traditional way of coaches' work, where they work with paper textbooks or with 

their own tables, created by themselves in some of MS Office programs. We have focused to 

provide the complete program, where coaches would work with all necessary tables beginning 

with editing the information about the club, team and members of the realization team, 

alongside with editing all details about players, planning individua! training cycles and 

training intensity, preparing and evaluating matches, editing and watching the individua! 

progress of players and the team. Our program shall provide scale of automatic functions, that 

should save coaches time, where they would need to copy all the information between each 

tables. Our program will also automatically evaluate the data that coaches edited for 

individua! actions of players during the training cycle. Our program will be accessible from 

the internet site that we have created for this purpose. On www.deniktrenera.cz every coach 

will be able to register and enter to its own diary, where he will be able to work with all his 

diaries he creates during his career. We would like to enable coaches to have whole career 

diaries on our web sites. Coach will simply log on with his user name and password and since 

then he will be able to edit his active season diary or to look through his former diaries that he 

had edited during his previous season or with his previous teams. We believe that coaches 

will appreciate our anxiety and will begin to use our diary. This would help to unify the work 

of those coaches who will use it and simplify the mutual work, evaluation and sharing their 

coaching experiences between them. We are aware that our diary will need upgrading during 

the period of time. Hence we are open to all opinions and to every subject which would help 

to improve the function of our diary. Once again we would like to thank our programmer Dis. 

Jiří Haj šl, who works on this program in his spare time and for free. 
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